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Context The growing complexity of legislative texts like the French tax code or the more recent European General Data Protection Regulation makes it harder and harder not only to businesses and persons to comply with the law, but also for legislators themselves to reform and craft new legislation compatible with the existing texts. Moreover, some pieces of legislation specify computations and processes that should be defined in a rigorous way: what amount of taxes you should pay according to your revenues, for how long a user’s data can be stored and who can access it. Statistical learning techniques can be used to infer some knowledge from the text of the law [10], but they do not provide a systematic and high-assurance way of analysing it [8]. Rather, we prefer to leverage the insights of Kowalski et al. [9] or more recently Lawsky [4, 3], and propose a more formal approach to the problem. Catala [5] is a DSL suitable for the specification of computation-heavy legislation in a literate programming style. See https://catala-lang.org/ for a presentation of the language.

Goals While the core semantics of Catala have already been formalized, the goal of the internship would be to connect the existing Catala compiler to existing formal verification tools. Many properties could be proven about the legislation, ranging from internal coherence (decrees comply with laws) to insights about impact of reforms. See [6] for a proof of concept for the French socio-fiscal system marginal rate. Picking the right tool to prove those properties will be the challenge of the internship, with choices ranging from abstract interpretation (for instance using MOPSA [7]) or SMT solving (for instance using Z3 [2]) to deductive verification (for instance using Coq [1] or F* [11]).

The design process of the tooling will be done in collaboration with law academics from Université Panthéon-Sorbonne as well as the Chicago Pritzker School of Law, as interaction with the users of the system is crucial to guide the research priorities. The running case study for this work would be the implementation of the French family benefits.

Qualifications This internship of 6 months or less would be hosted by the team Prosecco at Inria Paris. This internship will probably not lead to a PhD offer in the Prosecco team, although the topic is raising academic attention in France. The preferred qualifications for the student at the beginning of the internship would be:

- fluency with the OCaml programming language;
- experience at writing a compiler for a (preferably functional) language;
- some experience with at least one of the formal methods techniques described above;
- motivation for interacting with potential users of the language (law people).
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